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" nothing could be done for the public service without a
steady majority in both Houses of Parliament/11 But it Is
also clear that the Government could usually obtain a majority
by the use of the powers of the Treasury and by the assist-
ance of noble patrons whose friendship had been won. And
very few Ministers would have admitted that defeat in the
House necessitated their resignation.
During the  eighteenth century the position of  Prime P-sit^n of
Minister was firmly established.    Walpole had been strong IfniSfe
enough in that position to enforce some of the other principles Siisiied"
of Cabinet government.   After his fall the convenience of
an   acknowledged leader was admitted.    The  attempt of
George III to take the responsibility of ruling only em-
phasised the unwisdom of the attempt.   At the same time
political impeachments passed out of use, and legal responsi-
bility was being replaced by ministerial responsibility en-
forced by loss of office; the time had come when responsibility
for the acts of the Crown had to be accepted by the Ministry. Cabinet
/The attempt of George III to revive the power of the Crown I«veiopsen
was in no way revolutionary.    He utilised the ill-defined fa
position of the Cabinet, and the theory of departmental
responsibility, to increase his own influence; he used the the power of
*	J	.	the Crown.
royal powers of patronage to build up the power of the
Crown instead of the powers of a faction. The failure of
his attempt discredited it and discouraged its repetition^
In the administration of Pitt the modern Cabinet began.
The outer Cabinet had ceased to be important; responsibility
could hardly be dissociated from the inner group. Though
the nominee of the Crown, Pitt soon acquired, an independent
position, and he enforced the principles of Cabinet govern-
ment which were subsequently accepted. Parties were
reorganised and something like the modern party system
developed, having • a party discipline, a party programme,
a party press, and a party purse.2
As regards Parliament in the eighteenth century, the
House of Lords showed little increase in numbers till after
1	Blauvelt, Devel. of Cab. Govt., p. 168.
2	See Eng. Party Organisation in Early Nineteenth,Century.   A.
Aspinali, E,H«R« (1926).

